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Dont Rush Me Nora Jacobs Book One

Edna the penguin tries to find something in her surroundings that is not black,
white, or blue.
???·??????“?????·??”??,????????????????????????????????????????????????
?
*This is a slow burn REVERSE HAREM romance.*TRIGGER WARNING: this
story contains content that may trigger readers sensitive to violence and sexual
assault."Jackie May has created a world of epic proportions that demands
complete reader thrall until the very last page." - Melissa Haag, Author of Fury
FrayedMost humans have no idea that a dark and deadly underworld, filled with
magic and monsters, exists. They wander through life blissfully ignorant of the
supernatural world around them. Nora Jacobs is different. Nora knows exactly
what kinds of hellish creatures haunt the streets of Detroit.Thanks to a unique set
of psychic abilities, Nora has managed to steer clear of the underworld most of
her life. But all that changes the night the most powerful vampire in the city
discovers her gifts and decides to use her as a tool to find one of his missing clan
members.As if that's not bad enough, Nora believes she's cursed. All her life,
people, especially men, have been drawn to her--some to the point of obsession
and violence. Underworlders, it seems, are not immune to this curse, and now
she's caught the attention of some of the most dangerous monsters in the
city.Neck deep in an investigation only she can solve, Nora quickly makes as
many new allies as she does enemies. Her biggest problem is staying alive long
enough to decide which is which.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Miss Lonelyhearts. This 1933 publication of
Nathanael West's novel about a columnist giving advice to women during the
depression era is a dismal failure. But even with The Day of the Locust widely
acknowledged as his best, Miss Lonelyhearts is now regarded as West's
masterpiece. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Madame Doubtfire [Alias Madame Doubtfire]. The young adult
novel about a divorced father dressed as a woman becoming his children's "nanny" was
adapted in a film "Mrs. Doubtfire" starring Robin Williams. The novel was shortlisted for the
1987 Guardian Children's Fiction Prize and the 1987 Whitbread Children's Book Award. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
In this funny and lighthearted picture book, a fussy eraser tries to keep the pages clean by
erasing the scribbles of a mischievous pencil. But before long, the eraser discovers what can
happen when two opposing forces come together to have fun. Full color.
Jo Beckett is a forensic psychiatrist who profiles victims' lives to help solve their deaths. On a
San Francisco street, she is confronted by a scene of pure carnage: four dead and five injured
after a high speed pursuit. In the mangled remains of a BMW lies prosecutor Callie Harding,
dead with the word "dirty" written in lipstick on her thigh. Why did Harding run from the police?
Why did she crash through a bridge railing? Was it an accident? Suicide? Or murder? Jo is a
last resort in difficult cases. But now she's on the front line, because Callie Harding isn't the
first high flyer to go down and take others with her.
Traditonal Chinese Edition of [The Pull of the Stars]. A novel about the flu pandemic a hundred
years ago, but it reads completely in line with the present, depicting the same frustrations,
tensions, hopes, and dangers of the present and the past.
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A riotous adventure that encapsulates brilliantly every child's wildest fantasy - a door in
their own bedroom ... that leads to the zoo!
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Traditional Chinese edition of Back on Blossom Street by Debbie Macomber, the 2005
Quill Award for Romance fiction winner, a frequent resident on New York Times
bestseller list, who has sold more than 100 million copies. In Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Now that Nora has been outed as an underworlder, all she wants to do is lay low, figure
out how to hide her fey heritage and decide if she wants to date any of the men in her
life. Unfortunately, fate has other plans. Just one week after the werewolf fiasco,
Terrance is nearly killed by an unknown attacker. He's not the only victim. Fey all
around the city are being murdered and with Nora's reputation for solving cases, they're
looking to her for help. What choice does she have but to get involved? Not only does
being fey maker her a target, but the killer went after her troll. He's going to pay for
that.This is the third installment of the Nora Jacobs series. These books must be read
in order.Reading order:Don't Rush MeDon't Cheat MeDon't Bait Me
Chinese edition of Ein liebender Mann. It's the love story between Goethe and
Levetzow. When Goethe was 73, he fell in love with Ulrike von Levetzow, an 18 year
old. Goethe said of their first meeting as the meeting of the soul. Levetzow inspired the
poem Marienbad Elegy, which Goethe considered his dearest. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Every Crooked Pot. For a teenager, the birthmark on her
face is disastrous. Because of it, her life was ruined! So she believes. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
From the 2015 winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature, Svetlana Alexievich, comes
"Secondhand Time: The Last of the Soviets," an oral history of the fall of the Soviet
Union and the emergence of a new Russia. In Simplified Chinese. In Simplified
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Tower of Dawn
See summary in Chinese.
?????????????·???,???????,???????????????????,?????????????????????,?????????
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When B? Dé discovers his blue furniture is being painted pink for a new baby
sister, he rescues the last unpainted item, a chair, and runs away.
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